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BEURLING  GENERALIZED  PRIME  NUMBER  SYSTEMS
IN WHICH  THE  CHEBYSHEV INEQUALITIES  FAIL

R.   S.   HALL

Abstract. It is proved that there exist systems of generalized

primes in which the asymptotic distribution of integers is N(x) =

Ax + 0(x ■ Iog~y x) with A>0 and y 6 [0, 1) and in which the

Chebyshev inequalities

,.    .  „w(x)logx      „ ,. Tr(x)\oex
hm mf-2— > 0, hm sup-— < oo

X—»-00 X x—>-ao X

do not hold.

A nondecreasing sequence P of real numbers/j,,/^, ■ ■ • such that/?!>l

and />,—»■ oo is called a Beurling generalized prime number system. The

associated system of generalized integers, /V={n,-}¿L0, is the sequence of

real numbers obtained by letting n0=l and arranging in nondecreasing

order the elements of the multiplicative semigroup generated by P. The

distribution functions n(x) and N(x) are defined in the natural way,

n(x) - 7tP(x) = 2 *,        N(x) = NP(x) = 2 I-
Pi^x M&w

Beurling [2] proved that if

(1) N(x) = Ax + 0(xlog~yx)

with A >0 and y >f, then the prime number theorem holds for the system,

that is, 7r(x)~x/log x. He also showed, essentially, that there exist

systems for which (1) holds with y=f and in which the theorem is not

true. A summary of results and conjectures about systems of generalized

primes is given in the recent work of Bateman and Diamond [1].

It is easy to show (as was done by the author in [3]) that if N(x)=

Ax+o(x), then

.     7r(x)log x                             7r(x)log x
liminf-< 1,       hmsup—-s— > 1.

a:-» oo X x-* oo X

-
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In the following article by Diamond the Chebyshev inequalities

.  „7r(x)logx^ „        ,. n(x)logx   ,  ,
hminf   v      &    ^ a > 0,       lim sup   v      B    <? A < oo

x-*oo X a;-* oo X

are shown to hold when (1) is satisfied with y>l. In this paper we show

that these Chebyshev inequalities need not hold when y<l.

Theorem.    Let a e [0, 1], ß e[l, +00], and y e [0, 1) be given. There

exists a generalized prime number system in which

(i) A/(x) = ^x + 0(xlog-yx),

(ii) liminf;I^+=0(7r(x)logx/x)=a,

(iii) lim sup^+^^xjlog x/x)=ß.

Proof. Let tt0(x) be the distribution function for the rational

primes. For each rational integer n define the interval In = (an, bn] by

log1_ya„=2" and bn=an2n/i. Let Cn be the set consisting of the largest

[(1— a){7r0(6„)—TT0(an)}] rational primes in /„. If ß< + <x>, let Dn be a set

consisting of any [(ß— l){7r0(Z>„)—Tr0(an)}\ distinct real numbers in the

interval (bn—l,bn\. If /}= + oo, let Dn be a set consisting of any

[2"/8{7r0(¿?J—7r0(a„)}] distinct real numbers in (bn—l,bn]. Let C=

Uodd „C„, D=\JevennDn, and let P={Pi}^x be the nondecreasing

sequence formed from the set P=(R — C)VJD, where R is the set of rational

primes.

Then for some K=K(ß) we have

v   log'p       „                             ,>gy«„
2,   -=  Z \no(bn) - *o(a„)}-

î>eCU7)      P odd n an

„   V   2"/8{7r0(fo„) - 7r0(c7n)}lQg" an
+ K 2.,

even n an

°(i» 0(1).

Thus we see that Y\veC (I+logypip) • n<re£> (1—Iogy^) x converges. If

for Re 5>1 we define {ck}£™x by

*=1 K pec    » P '    seD   v 4 '

then we have

(2)     y^i^ * n /,+!2ii£) n u _ wiy
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by repeated use of the inequality logy(mn)=(logm+logny^logy m +

log7 n.

Define for Re s> 1 the function

m-us) n (i- ¿) n (i -if-1 °-:,
where    £0(s)   is   the    Riemann   zeta   function.    Then    2«=i aJnS=

(ItZi 1W 2£S ¿#s and

*(*) - 5>« -2 4^1 = *2 j + 0(2 w)
nil tSi      LKJ k¿x K \fcaa:        !

= *ICT + 0lxZlf)+0ll\ck\).
k=\ K x  k>x *■ I Vái       '

i     y    ^ M ^ s? Vk\ log" k
log'x^—^z—;— = °(1)

From (2) we have

loe7 x ,
*-"  k

k> x "■ k> x

2k*l = o(i) +

and
k

ck\ log7 k

kSx logy x ¿a      k
= o(—^—).

\log7 x/

Thus N(x)=x 2£3 c*/A:+0(x/log7 x).

We next show that (ii) and (hi) hold. Since 7r0(x)~x/log x we have

,.        ^(¿O n ,       ,.       ^oC^n-l) „n/8 r,
hm -= 0   and    hm-2     =0.
n->oo TT0(bn) n-x   TT0(an)

From the fact that

tt(x) = 770(x) -      2     K1 - a)W¿Ü - *„(*„)}]
ftn^xln odd

it is clear that

= 7T0(x) — (1 — a)7T0(x)

. r7r(x)logx            . f tt(x) ^
hm inf-= hm inf-> a.

On the other hand

7T(an) = 7T0(a„) + K     2     2*"Vo(l>*) - "„(«*)}
fc<íi;/ceven

= 7T0(a„) + K2"/87r0(fe,i_1).
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It follows then that lim,,..«, n(an)lno(bn)=0 and we have (i), since

,.     .   . tt(x)                        Tr(bn)
liminf-_? hm inf   -

£-♦00     7T()(x)       n-»oo;n odd 77q(ok)

..    •  , 7r(g„) + *{n0(bn) - 7r0(an)}
= lim int -= a.

K-»oo;»odd TToybrJ

If ß<oo, then

n(x) = n0(x) +      2      iß - l)K(fcJ - V««)} = ß"o(x).
bn=*x',n even

Similarly, it follows that

Ax) .   ,.              «■(£»„)
h m sup-^ hm sup   -

«-►qo      ^oC^)        n-*ao',n even TTov^n)

,.             *-(a«) + pVo(fr«) - ^oO«)}      a
= hm sup -= p.

«-►oo;« even 7Tq(Ö„)

Thus, lim sup^oo 7r(x)log x/x=ß. If ß= oo, then

hm sup-_: hm sup-
a;-*oo      77q(x) «-»co      ^(^n)

.. 7r(fl„) + (2"/8 + l){ir0(fr„) - nM)
= hm sup-= oo.

«-►oo ^oibfi)

This completes the proof.

A slightly more complicated argument shows that (ii) and (iii) can hold

for systems in which /V*(x)=^x+0(x/g(x)) provided g(x)=o(log x).

Details may be found in [3].
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